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Map_Define (Map *m, Dom d, Ran r)Modi�es: *mEnsures: De�nes r as the image of d in *m. If d isalready de�ned in *m, changes the image of d to r.Ran Map_Lookup (Map *m, Dom d)Modi�es nothing.Ensures: If d is unde�ned in *m, returns NULL_RAN.Otherwise, returns the image of d in *m.Figure 1: Interface for Mapsr = Map_Lookup(m,d);if (r == NULL_RAN) {r = Ran_Create();Map Define(m,d,r);}Figure 2: An Opportunity to Optimize Map Defineface; then all bets about the client code are o�. Considerthe following scenario. Suppose that the speci�cationsin Figure 1 are implemented by an unsorted list of do-main/range pairs with the invariant that no domain elementappears more than once. To maintain this invariant, theimplementation of Map Define must, at each invocation,search the list to �nd out if domain element being de�ned isalready there. If clients of map have code that looks like thatin Figure 2, they will run unnecessarily slowly, because timewill be spent in the implementation of Map Define checkingif a domain element is in the list|when the calling contextguarantees that it isn't.One conventional solution to this problem is to extendthe interface by adding Map DefineUnique, as speci�edin Figure 3. Depending upon the context of the call,clients can then call either Map Define or Map DefineUnique,depending upon whether or not the requires clause ofMap DefineUnique is satis�ed. There are, however, someunfortunate rami�cations of solving the problem this way.1. The unhappy client who wrote the code appearing inFigure 2 will have to change his code.2. What about other clients? Will they all be noti�edand encouraged to look at their code?1



Map_DefineUnique (Map *m, Dom d, Ran r)Requires: d is unde�ned in *m.Modi�es: *mEnsures: De�nes r as the image of d in *m.Figure 3: An Addition to Interface for Maps3. A new opportunity for bugs has been created. Clientsmay call Map DefineUnique when the invariant is infact not satis�ed. In general, having procedures withnon-trivial requires clauses should be avoided when atall possible.4. The solution may have to be applied at each levelof abstraction. Suppose, for example, that maps arebeing used to represent graphs and that Map Defineis being called within an implementation of the pro-cedure Graph AddNode. Can the call to Map Define bereplace by one to Map DefineUnique? Perhaps this canbe done only when the node being added is new. If so,this might then lead to changing the graph abstractionby adding a procedure AddNewNode, etc.5. Such a change is di�cult to back out of. Suppose, forexample, that the implementation of Map is changedto a binary tree. There will no longer be anythingto be gained by calling Map DefineUnique instead ofMap Define, but unless one is willing to revisit theclient code yet again both interfaces will have to bemaintained.A better approach to the original problem is to changethe implementation of Map Define so that it can automati-cally take advantage of information available in the callingcontext, as illustrated in Figure 4, and leave the client codeuntouched. This avoids all of the problems listed above.Unfortunately, it raises other problems.1. If any e�ciency is to be gained, the implementationcan't do a runtime test to decide which case it is in.Therefore, the compiler must be able to decide whetherthe guard is true.2. In order for the compiler to know that it is safe to usethe implementation that doesn't test for membership,it must be able to deduce at compile time that theactual parameter d is not in the map m. Deducing thisfrom the context of the call and the implementationsof Map Lookup, Map Define, and Ran Create is wellbeyond the capability of contemporary compilers.This paper presents an approach to dealing with thesetwo problems. The basic idea is that by allowing the com-piler to take advantage of information contained in (perhapsincomplete) formal speci�cations, it becomes possible todo a superior analysis of the program text. This analysismakes it possible to evaluate at compile time the guardsof Specialized Procedure Implementations, SPIs, such as theone in Figure 4. That, in turn, allows one to write clientprograms that are both simple and e�cient.In the remainder of this paper we deal with threequestions:� Are there signi�cant opportunities to improve programperformance by using SPIs? We address this question,in Section 2, by reporting on our analysis of somelegacy code.

Map_Define (Map *m, dom d, Ran r) {Pair *p;p = FindPair(*m, d);if (p == NULL); {InsertPair(m,d,r);return;}p!ran = r;specialize when d is unde�ned in *m:InsertPair(m,d,r);}Figure 4: A Dual Implementation for Map Define� How does one go about building a compiler that takesadvantage of these opportunities? We address thisquestion by describing, in Section 3, how we builtour prototype implementation of an SPI compiler.Section 6 discusses the extent to which this implemen-tation realizes the potential opportunities discussed inSection 2.� How much and what kind of work does a programmerhave to do to take advantage of these opportunities?This is discussed in Section 4.2 POTENTIAL FOR SPEED-UPTo estimate the potential bene�ts of SPIs, we examined twoexisting programs, neither of which we wrote. We tried tomeasure how much merely introducing SPIs might improveperformance. For this purpose, we made the unrealisticassumption that a compiler would detect all opportunitiesto use SPIs. In Section 6, we shall see that one can comesurprisingly close to satisfying this assumption.The two programs that we studied perform very di�erenttasks and are written in di�erent programming languages.One program, AC-Unify, computes the unifying substitutionsfor terms containing associative-commutative operators [22].It is 8,000 lines of commented CLU code. The otherprogram, SIM, simulates an object-oriented database [7],and is 7,000 lines of commented C++ code.These programs did have some key attributes in common.Although both were carefully designed for algorithmice�ciency, neither had been highly tuned for performanceat the code-level. Thus, each had room for improvement.Also, both programs are well-structured and make good useof data abstraction. This made them relatively easy to readand understand.For each program, we1. pro�led the program to identify hot spots,2. introduced SPIs to speed-up these hot spots, and3. measured the speed-up under the assumption that thecompiler would detect all opportunities to use theseSPIs to reduce the time spent in these hot spots.In AC-Unify, we added SPIs for the three proceduresshown in Figure 5. Each of the procedures is an operationof an abstract data type. The SPI for set$insert avoidsthe check to see whether e is already in s, which isrepresented as an unsorted array without duplicates. TheSPI for mapping$insert is similar to that discussed in the2



set$insert = proc (s: set[elem], e: elem)specialize when e is not in smapping$insert = proc (m: mapping[dom,ran],d: dom,r: ran)signals (exists)specialize when d is not de�ned in massignment$create = proc (env: sequence[var])returns (assignment[var,val])signals (empty, duplicates)specialize when env contains no duplicate varsFigure 5: SPIs of AC-Unifysubstitution$store = proc (s: substitution,v: variable,t: term)signals (exists)specialize when v is not de�ned in sFigure 6: Propagated SPI in AC-Unifyintroduction. The SPI for assignment$create avoids acheck to see whether env contains duplicate vars.Figure 6 contains the signature of a procedure that wasspecialized by propagating the SPI of mapping$insert. Asubstitution is represented as a mapping[variable,term].Thus, the implementation of substitution$store callsmapping$insert. (AC-Unifymakes substitutiona separatedata type to maintain invariants about substitutions thatare not enforced by mapping.)The procedures in Figure 5 and Figure 6 were calledfrom a total of 14 call sites. Of the 14 sites, nine could besafely optimized and �ve could not. Optimizing the ninesites reduced running time by 14%. Writing the SPIs addeda negligible amount of source code{seven lines.In SIM, we added two SPIs for the procedure shown inFigure 7. The operator [] returns a reference to an elementin a DynamicArray, a user-de�ned abstraction. The operator[] causes a runtime assertion failure if index is not withinthe current array bounds. The �rst SPI eliminates just thelow bound check, and the second SPI eliminates both thehigh and low bound checks. In general, a third SPI thateliminates just the high bound check would be useful, butthis SPI was unnecessary for the hot spots in SIM. Theseoptimizations illustrate one common use of SPIs|removingunnecessary error checks. Such uses of SPIs are closelyrelated to work done by [9] and [17] on eliminating checksmandated by the source language. The key di�erence is thatSPIs allow the compiler to remove checks that are particularto programmer-supplied abstractions.The hot spots of SIM invoke the operator [] from 12call sites. Of these, ten require no bounds checks and tworequire low bound checks. When the unnecessary checks areeliminated, running time is reduced by 14%.Note that SIM is a good example of why it's a badidea to disable all error checks. There are conditions underwhich two of the checks prevent the program from clobberingmemory.

class DynamicArray {public:Element& operator[](int index) const;specialize when index � low boundspecialize whenindex � low bound and index < high bound...} Figure 7: SPI of SIMinsert = proc (s: intset, e: int)requires --modifies sensures s' = s^ [ {e}Figure 8: A Speckle Procedure Speci�cationint = immutable type specbased on Integer...intset = mutable type specbased on IntegerSet... Figure 9: Speckle Data Type Speci�cations3 TECHNICAL FRAMEWORKAs Section 2 indicated, there are signi�cant opportunitiesfor using SPIs to reduce the need to trade abstraction fore�ciency. The next question to address is the feasibility ofexploiting such opportunities.The central problem is how to go about building acompiler that detects contexts where SPIs can be used. Asubsidiary problem is designing a programming languagethat incorporates formal speci�cations and SPIs and relatedannotations. To come to grips with these problems, webuilt a prototype compiler for a dialect of CLU [14] thatwe call Speckle. The Prototype Speckle Compiler, PSC,incorporates primitive, automated theorem proving tech-nology to identify opportunities to use SPIs. It does notgenerate code.Speckle retains most of CLU's features, including statictyping, side e�ects, data abstraction, a garbage-collectedheap, iterators, and exceptions. The combination of sidee�ects and pointers to heap-allocated data structures re-quires PSC to handle aliasing, the most challenging problemfor optimizing compilers.The speci�cation language portion of Speckle builds onthe Larch family of speci�cation languages [10] and borrowsheavily from the Larch/CLU language [21]. Procedurespeci�cations consist of pre- and postconditions written ina stylized fashion.Figure 8 is a speci�cation of a procedure to insert an intinto an intset. Here, the empty requires clause indicatesthat the precondition is vacuous (true). The postcondition3



intset = mutable typerep = intlistinsert = proc (s: rep, e: int)% General implementationif rep$member(s, e) then return endrep$insert_last(s, e)% Specialized implementationspecial when : (e 2 s )̂rep$insert_last(s, e)end insertFigure 10: A Dual Implementation of insertis the combination of the modifies clause, which states thatthe only visible side e�ects are to s, and the ensures clause,which states that upon return, the value of s is the unionof feg with the value of s before the call. The functionsused in pre- and postconditions, e.g., [, are de�ned in aseparate language called the Larch Shared Language (LSL).LSL provides a syntax and semantics for specifying functionsand sorts in �rst order multi-sorted predicate logic.Speckle also has facilities for writing data type speci-�cations, which consist of two primary parts. The �rstpart declares whether objects of the type are mutableor immutable. Immutable objects have the same valuethroughout a program execution, whereas mutable objectscan be modi�ed to have di�erent values at di�erent times.Declaring a type to be immutable simpli�es analysis of codethat uses objects of the type, primarily because aliasing isnot an issue for immutable objects. The based on clausespeci�es an LSL sort used to model the values of objects ofthe type. Figure 9 contains parts of the speci�cations of intand intset.Once speci�cations are incorporated into the program-ming language, it is straightforward to add constructs toexpress SPIs. Speckle allows users to supply multipleimplementations for a procedure. The �rst implementationis the general one|it must work correctly in any callingcontext. This is critical, since in general one cannot counton a compiler discharging the guard for any of the specializedimplementations, and to be sound the compiler needs asafe default implementation to fall back on. Specializedimplementations follow the general one and are pre�xedby a special when clause. This clause supplies a guardcondition, written in the syntax of the speci�cation lan-guage, which the compiler must discharge before it cansubstitute the specialized implementation for the generalone. Figure 10 shows how multiple implementations of theprocedure insert from Figure 8 might be written.The �nal component needed before building a compileris a formal model for reasoning about programs. Our modelincludes a formalization of program states and a set of proofrules. We sketch our model here; a detailed description ofthe model used in PSC is contained in [20].In the model, a procedure implementation is representedas a control ow graph (CFG) with six kinds of nodes:assignment, procedure call, iterator call, branch, merge, andloop. Each edge of the CFG has an associated program statethat represents the state of the program when control is atthe edge.The program state contains the usual kind of information

about the program store. The program state is representedusing a logical theory available for reasoning about thatpoint of the computation. This theory is built, in part, fromthe speci�cations of the data types used in the code.To reason about the values of program states at edges ina CFG, we use a small set of proof rules (one for each thesix kinds of nodes) similar to Hoare and Floyd rules [4, 12].This is where procedure speci�cations come into play. Theproof rule for a procedure call node uses the speci�cation ofthe called procedure to de�ne the program state after thecall in terms of the program state before the call. All inter-procedural analysis is based on propagating informationin speci�cations. If a procedure, say P, invokes anotherprocedure, say P1, the compiler uses information in thespeci�cation of P1 to optimize P. It does not use informationderivable from the code implementing P1 to optimize P.The organization of PSC is based directly on the proofrules. First, PSC builds a CFG. Then, using the proof rulesfor assignment, procedure call, iterator call, and branchnodes, PSC constructs a logical system for each edge in theCFG. Next, it uses the logical systems at each edge to try todischarge the guards of SPIs. During this step, PSC uses theproof rules for merge and loop nodes to perform automatedproof-by-cases and proof-by-induction. Finally, PSC choosesthe implementation associated with the �rst guard it is ableto discharge. If no guard can be discharged, it chooses thegeneral implementation.Reasoning about the guards is done using equationalconditional term rewriting. Early versions of PSC did thisby invoking the LP [5] theorem proving system. This provedunsatisfactory. The current version of PSC internalizesthe theorem proving technology. A great deal of codewas borrowed from LP, and then modi�ed to make itmore suitable for this non-interactive application of theoremproving.4 WHAT THE PROGRAMMER MUST DOOur experience building and using PSC leaves little doubtabout the technical feasibility of building SPI compilers. Amore di�cult question is whether the bene�ts of such acompiler are su�ciently large relative to the e�ort requiredto use one.This e�ort falls into two classes:� Supplying program documentation that might notnormally be provided, i.e.,{ Speci�cations of key interfaces,{ Abstraction functions for implementations of dataabstractions, and{ Representation and module invariants.� Looking for problems in speci�cations, as well as incode, when debugging and tuning performance.In evaluating the cost/bene�t tradeo�, it is importantto keep in mind that supplying better quality programdocumentation has several advantages beyond facilitatingthe use of SPIs. Moreover, as discussed below, the amount ofspeci�cation required to use SPIs is less than that suggestedby good software engineering practice. In contrast, whilemany have suggested that supplying abstraction functionsand invariants is useful [8], such information is, in practice,not usually provided.4



Because SPI compilers rely on speci�cations, bugs inspeci�cations can lead to optimizations that change thebehavior of code. When such a program is run, it mayexhibit behavior that cannot be explained merely by ex-amining the code. Similarly, a program may exhibit per-formance that cannot be explained merely by examiningthe code. Since current debugging tools are not designedto work with SPI compilers, such bugs can be hard to �nd.4.1 Supplying Speci�cations, Invariants, and AbstractionFunctionsThe information found in formal speci�cations of proceduresand (in the case of Speckle) iterators is used to help dis-charge the guards of SPIs. Usually, a complete speci�cationhas more information than PSC actually needs.To minimize the e�ort involved in using PSC, we designedSpeckle to support partial speci�cations of procedures anditerators. A partial speci�cation has a weaker pre- orpostcondition than the \intended" speci�cation.1 In theextreme case, the speci�cation is omitted entirely.Often, the only part of a procedure speci�cation neededto discharge the guard of an SPI is the modifies clause.To enable the compiler to approximate omitted modifiesclauses, Speckle requires that each data type specify thetypes of mutable objects that may be contained by a valueof the type. For example, a type for sets of mutableQueue objects would specify contains Queue. PSC usesthe contains clauses to bound the types of objects thatare reachable from a procedure's arguments, which in turnbounds the objects that the procedure may modify.To test the utility of partial speci�cations, we delib-erately wrote the weakest partial speci�cations needed todetect all of the optimizations in AC-Unify. Partial speci-�cation worked well: speci�cations were necessary for only11 of the roughly 300 procedures in AC-Unify. In total, wewrote 69 lines of speci�cations in Speckle and 139 lines ofLSL|a small fraction of the 8,000 lines of commented sourcecode. Furthermore, many of the LSL speci�cations were forgeneric sorts such as Integer, Mapping, Sequence, and Setthat should probably be considered to be part of a theoremproving library.Partial speci�cations worked well for two reasons. The�rst reason was modularity. To optimize a hot spot ina procedure, P, the compiler needed only the procedurespeci�cations of P and those procedures called by P. Becausethe program was decomposed into many small procedures,the fan-out of the call graph was small, so only a smallnumber of procedure speci�cations were needed for eachoptimization.The second reason that partial speci�cations worked wellwas the contains clauses. When a modifies clause wasomitted, PSC could still deduce a useful approximationusing the contains clauses. In AC-Unify, PSC deducedseven modifies clauses that were essential for four of theoptimizations.In addition to the speci�cations, PSC sometimes needsinvariants and abstraction functions. Programs often relyon invariants to constrain the values of data that is accessedby a group of procedures. PSC, which performs no inter-procedural analysis, may need such invariants to dischargethe guards of SPIs.1For the purpose of detecting SPIs, the distinction betweenpartial and intended speci�cations is unnecessary. However, for otheroptimizations performed by PSC, the distinction is necessary forsoundness.

Abstraction functions2 [13] map values used to representan abstract type into values of the abstract type. Supposethat P is a procedure in the interface of data type T.PSC uses the abstraction function of T in two ways. Oneis to translate the information in the precondition of Pfrom the abstract level used in P's speci�cation down tothe representation level used in P's implementation. Thismakes more information available for discharging guardsof SPIs in P's implementation. The other way PSCuses the abstraction function is to propagate an SPI upthrough P's implementation, a technique which is explainedin [20]. In AC-Unify, PSC used the abstraction functionof substitution to automatically propagate the SPI ofmapping$insert to its caller, substitution$store. Thus,PSC is able to optimize the callers of substitution$store.Again, the question we wanted to explore was howlittle information is needed by PSC to perform the desiredoptimizations. We therefore provided abstraction functionsand invariants only where they were needed to enableoptimizations in AC-Unify.PSC needed representation invariants for the implemen-tations of the mapping, partition tree, and solutiondata types, and abstraction functions for mapping andsubstitution. In total, this required three lines to statethe representation invariants and seven lines to state theabstraction functions.4.2 Debugging and Performance TuningWhen a program has been compiled using an SPI compiler,it may exhibit behavior and performance that cannot beunderstood merely by examining the code. This means thatprogrammers must consider both code and speci�cationswhen debugging and performance tuning.When the code and the speci�cations are inconsistentwith each other, an SPI compiler may perform unsoundoptimizations. One way to avoid such problems is to detectat compile time places where the code and the speci�cationsmay be inconsistent with each other. While this is anundecidable problem, there are many occasions where suchinconsistencies can be found relatively easily [3]. It isrelatively easy, for example, to ag places where a formalparameter that should not be modi�ed is mutated. Suchmutations are not necessarily violations of the speci�cation,because the side-e�ect may later be undone or may beinvisible to the caller, but they are good places to look forbugs.Another possibility is to have the compiler generate,or the programmer supply, code to check the guards ofspecialized implementations. In debugging mode, this codecan be executed to detect places where an inappropriate SPIhas been chosen. This is similar to the assertion checkingsupplied by ANNA [15].Finally, the compiler could be directed to selectivelyturn o� optimizations. This can be used to pinpoint whichoptimizations triggered the changed behavior.When tuning performance, we �rst use conventionaltechniques, e.g., pro�ling, to localize the problem. If theidenti�ed code region includes calls to SPIs, we then examinethe output of the compiler to see if the implementationchosen is the one we expected. If it is not, we then needto understand why.Our experience suggests that the most common cause ofPSC failing to choose the appropriate specialized implemen-2Abstraction functions are analogous to rei�cation in the VDMliterature.5



tation is the compiler's limited theorem proving capability.In particular, it sometimes fails to deduce appropriateconsequences from underlying LSL speci�cations. One wayto circumvent this problem would be to provide a mechanismthat would allow programmers to insert assertions in theircode. We are reluctant to do this, however, since we fear thatwishful thinking will often lead to the insertion of incorrectassertions. A sounder approach, which we use, is to addimplications (lemmas deducible from the axioms) to LSLspeci�cations.To identify useful implications, we used LP to examinethe logical system at the point where PSC failed to choosethe appropriate specialization. This was easy for us, butthen we understand both PSC and LP well. Others wouldsurely have more di�culty. Part of the solution to thisproblem is to reduce the need for implications by usingbetter theorem proving technology, e.g., by incorporatingmore of LP. Another part is to provide diagnostics to helpthe user identify missing implications. The challenge is toprovide diagnostics that contain the necessary informationand are concise and easy to understand.5 RELATED WORKSPIs are but one of a variety of techniques for improving pro-gram speed by introducing special-purpose code. Anotherapproach is to inline procedure calls so that informationin the calling context is available to perform traditionaloptimizations, such as constant folding. This, in essence,is a form of partial evaluation.SPIs and inlining are complementary approaches. In-lining is good for performing low-level optimizations, suchas eliminating common subexpressions located in di�erentprocedure bodies. SPIs, on the other hand, are good forhigher-level optimizations, such as not checking whether anewly allocated element object is a member of a previouslyexisting set object.Speckle is not the �rst language that allows users tode�ne optimizations. In [11], Hisgen presents an unimple-mented design of a strategy based on transformation rulesrather than speci�cations. To de�ne an optimization, animplementor describes transformations to be performed bythe compiler. A transformation rule may have a precondi-tion expressed using applications of side-e�ect free functions,which play a role analogous to that of LSL functions. Thus,the transformation language is su�ciently powerful to ex-press any specialized procedure. In fact, the transformationlanguage is more expressive than Speckle.The main problem of the transformation rule strategyis that it lacks modularity. To apply a transformationrule, the compiler must reorder the program so as tomatch the pattern of the rule. The problem is that tocommute one procedure call with another, the compilermust in general rely on \commutative" transformation rulessupplied by the user. To maximize the compiler's ability toperform transformations, the user must consider all pairs ofprocedures. In contrast, Speckle uses modifies clauses|one per procedure|to determine whether a procedure callinterferes with an optimization.A common use of specialized procedures is to eliminateruntime checks. Many have focussed on eliminating suchchecks for operations that are primitive to the sourcelanguage, e.g., array bounds checking, nil checks in pointerdereferences, overow, assignments from supertypes tosubtypes, etc. Specialized procedures are more general

because they can be used to eliminate runtime checks thatare not primitive to the source language.In [18], Sites describes a technique for proving that pro-grams written in a language like Algol 60 terminate withoutruntime errors. This requires proving properties su�cientto eliminate runtime checks in array references, numericoperations, assignments from supertypes to subtypes, etc.The language does not have pointers, so the problem ofaliasing is simpler than in Speckle. Sites simulates histechnique manually on several examples.In [6], German develops a tool for verifying the absenceof runtime errors, such as arithmetic overow and invalidarray indices. Users write formal speci�cations for proce-dures (entry and exit assertions) and decorate their codewith su�ciently strong assertions so that the veri�er candischarge all of the assertions plus the absence of runtimeerrors. German's work focuses on de�ning Pascal formallyand expressing assertions su�cient to preclude a runtimeerror. He does not describe the strategies used to dischargeassertions.In [16], McHugh examines all of the static checks ofGypsy, a derivative of Pascal. Gypsy is a programmingenvironment for veri�ed software, so programs typicallycontain entry, exit, and other assertions. McHugh's compilergenerated optimization conjectures that, when dischargedby the UT Interactive Prover [2], resulted in the eliminationof code supporting exceptions|i.e., a broad category ofruntime checks. McHugh does not describe strategies usedto prove the conjectures.In [9], Gupta reduces the overhead of array boundschecks by eliminating redundant checks that occur in codefragments such as \a[i]:= a[i]+1" and by moving checksout of loops. The strategy used relies on the programminglanguage semantics of arrays and does not extend to user-de�ned types.Currently, Greg Nelson and David Detlefs are studyingways of eliminating array bounds checking, nil checks, andother runtime checks in Modula-3 [17].6 STATUS AND CONCLUSIONSWe have extended the programming language CLU [14]to include SPIs and, using the framework outlined inSection 3, built a prototype compiler for that language.PSC identi�es sound optimizations, but does not applythem. In addition to performing optimizations basedon specialized procedures, PSC takes advantage of theinformation provided in speci�cations to perform enhancedglobal common subexpression elimination, code motion outof loops, and dead code elimination [1]. Those aspects ofour work are reported in [19, 20].When PSC was used on the AC-unify program in the waydescribed in Section 2, it was able to optimize all of the ninepossible calls. This resulted in a performance improvementof 14%. Compiling the procedures containing the nine callsites took 105 seconds on a DEC Alpha running at 150 Mhz.This is unacceptably slow, but PSC could easily be sped upconsiderably.CLU is an unusual programming language. It hasmany features, e.g., garbage collection, exception handling,and iterators, not found in most imperative programminglanguages. To help us better understand the general utilityof SPIs, we recently began looking at applying our ideas inthe context of C++. As discussed in Section 2, there seemto be plenty of opportunities to apply SPIs in that context.6
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